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Medicating with Mary

Speaker 1: 00:04 Introducing medicating with Mary, a brand new podcast, addressing the little known subject of medicating with 
cannabis. What this podcast is not; a place to learn about bong rips, dabbing insane amounts of concentrates and 
tripping out on pot edibles. I suggest you look elsewhere. If your only goal is to get high recreationally, high dose 
medicaments have their place and we will address that, but for general purpose of showing how cannabis can be used 
medicinally, I'll typically focus on microdosing. Low doses of cannabis are actually showing to be more effective for a 
wider variety of conditions, but again, this is not an anti high dose program. The focus simply is just not recreational, so 
what to expect from this podcast. Typical podcasts will be about how I treat my numerous symptoms from multiple 
sclerosis. Periodically I'll bring on guests perhaps an industry expert or another patient navigating medicinal cannabis 
to gain their insights. 

Speaker 1: 01:22 The general outline for medicating with Mary will be a quick word from our sponsors, the episode topic. I'll present a 
simple action plan. Then I'll present a more involved approach, project time, and finally a question and answer section 
episodes with guests will be loosely structured to provide you with the best of what the guest and I have to offer. The 
ultimate goal and medicating with Mary is to provide information so that you, my listeners can go forward and 
medicate with cannabis confidently. Okay. Make sure to visit marymedibles.com/contact to sign up for newsletter so 
that you can stay in the know and if you represent a medicinal cannabis product or products and our interest in 
sponsoring, send an email to info@marymedibles.com. Thank you so much for tuning in and they look forward to 
connecting with you in the future. 
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